Abstract-This paper compares partition testing and random testing on the assumption that program failure rates are not known with certainty before testing and are, therefore, modeled by random variables. It is shown that under uncertainty, partition testing compares more favorably to random testing than suggested by prior investigations concerning the deterministic case: The restriction to failure rates that are known with certainty systematically favors random testing. In particular, we generalize a result by Weyuker and Jeng stating equal fault detection probabilities for partition testing and random testing in the case where the failure rates in the subdomains defined by the partition are equal. It turns out that for independent random failure rates with equal expectation, the case above is a boundary case (the worst case for partition testing), and the fault detection probability of partition testing can be up to k times higher than that of random testing, where k is the number of subdomains. Also in a related model for dependent failure rates, partition testing turns out to be consistently better than random testing. The dominance can also be verified for the expected (weighted) number of detected faults as an alternative comparison criterion.
INTRODUCTION
EW topics in software testing methodology seem to be more controversial than the question whether it is efficient or not to use randomly generated test data (Beizer [1] ). While in the '70s experts tended to doubt the efficiency of random testing (cf. Myers' [18] verdict that "probably the poorest [testing] methodology is random input testing"), the judgment on the random testing approach became more positive during the '80s. In theoretical research, a surprising defense of random testing was given by Duran and Ntafos [5] , who put the problem on a well-defined formal base by comparing random testing (i.e., selection of test inputs randomly from the whole input domain) to partition testing (i.e., dividing the input domain into nonoverlapping subdomains and selecting one test input from each subdomain). Under different model assumptions, the probabilities of detecting at least one program fault were estimated for both approaches by means of simulation experiments, and compared to each other. Although partition testing usually requires a larger effort in test data generation, it produced only slightly superior results in these experiments. So the outcomes suggested that random testing could possibly be more cost-effective.
Hamlet and Taylor [14] considered these results counterintuitive. Their own simulation experiments, however, essentially confirmed the observations by Duran and Ntafos.
Weyuker and Jeng [24] compared the two testing approaches from an analytical point of view. Their results pointed in the same direction again: A clear superiority of partition testing could not be stated; instead, it turned out that, in effectiveness, partition testing can be better, worse or the same as random testing, depending on the "adequacy" of the chosen partition with respect to the location of the failure-causing inputs. In particular, Weyuker and Jeng observed that if the failure rates in the subdomains defined by the partition are equal, then the fault detection probability of partition testing is always the same as that of random testing.
At a first glance, these results, which are undoubtedly correct and formally sound, might confound the practitioner: Many well-known testing methods like statement testing, branch testing, path testing, all-uses, all-p-uses, certain variants of mutation testing, etc., are subdomain-based (cf. [8] ), i.e., they rely on a partition of the input domain into nonoverlapping or overlapping subdomains. The construction of test inputs from each of these subdomains usually requires path sensitizing, a task which is tedious in practice and unsolvable by general algorithms (see [27] ). Why should one take so much pains to construct such test inputs, if randomly chosen inputs possibly do just as well? Despite their wide-spread use, subdomain-based testing methods seem to lack theoretical justification, compared to the random testing technique.
In the present paper, we want to show that Weyuker and Jeng's analytical comparison approach can be used to confirm the superiority of partition testing (or, more generally, subdomain-based testing with more than one subdomain) over random testing. All we have to do is to extend their deterministic model for the failure rates to a probabilistic model. We shall argue that the number of failure-causing inputs in a given subdomain (and, therefore, also the failure rate) is never known to the tester with certainty. Following the traditional statistical paradigm, we shall therefore model this number by a random variable. (A related approach has been chosen in [11] , [12] .) Since deterministic variables are special cases of random variables, our approach generalizes (in some aspects) the model in [24] . F Interestingly enough, it turns out that this probabilistic consideration changes the picture in favor of partition testing methods: In a certain sense, the case where the failure rates are known or deterministic, is the worst case for partition testing. In particular, it will be shown that for equal expected failure rates in the subdomains defined by a partition, the partition testing approach has in general a higher probability of fault detection than the random testing approach, and that the superiority of partition testing can be drastic. Weyuker and Jeng's results stating equal fault detection probabilities concerns the special case where the variances of the failure rates are zero, i.e., where there is no uncertainty on the failure rates at all.
Of course, we do not assert that the extent of prior knowledge on failure rates influences the relative performance of partition testing and random testing for a fixed given program. It influences, however, our expectation of the performance of both methods for the program currently under test. Therefore, also the optimal decision which method to choose necessarily depends on what prior information is available. (As to this point, see the discussion in Section 4.)
In management science, the representation of uncertainty is an issue of great importance (cf. [17] ), and it is well-known that decision problems under uncertainty lead to quite different types of optimal solutions than decision problems under certainty. For example, a usual response to uncertainty in portfolio-split decisions is diversification. Translated to our problem context, we could say that partition testing methods are strategies of "forced diversification."
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the formal framework for an analytical comparison of subdomain-based testing methods, as it was developed in [24] , [26] , [8] , [9] , will be recapitulated. Furthermore, basic arguments for a probabilistic modeling of the failure rates will be presented. Section 3 contains our main results: It is shown that in a first generalization of Weyuker and Jeng's results, namely a replacement of the deterministic failure rates by independent random variables, equal expected failure rates in the subdomains imply the following bounds: The fault detection probability P r of random testing can vary between a lower bound of order P k p / and the upper bound P p , where P p is the fault detection probability of partition testing, and k is the number of subdomains. The upper bound occurs if the failure rates are deterministic. It will be argued that at least in some practical applications, P r can be expected to be nearer to the lower than to the upper bound. Moreover, a further generalization to dependent random variables will be outlined. As alternative criteria for measuring testing effectiveness, the expected number of found faults and the expected weighted number of found faults are considered, and it is shown that also under these criteria, partition testing compares favorably with random testing.
Section 4 discusses premises and scope of our results, considers advantages of random testing, and outlines topics for future research.
THE FORMAL FRAMEWORK

Fault Detection Probabilities
The following definitions are taken from [24] , [26] , [8] , [9] . A test suite is a multiset (i.e., a set where elements can occur more than once) of test cases, each of which is a possible input to a program P. The set of all possible inputs of P is the input domain D. A subdomain-based testing method M determines, to each program P and specification S, a multiset 6' M (P, S) of subdomains of the input domain D, and requires that from each subdomain contained in 6' M (P, S), a fixed number m of test cases is selected for the test of P. Most frequently, this number is simply chosen as m = 1. For example, in the case of branch testing, 6' branch (P, S) To give another example: For path testing, 6' path (P, S) contains for each path of the program the set of all inputs that cause the program to follow the respective path.
It is usually assumed that the union of the subdomains contained in 6' M (P, S) yields the input domain D. However, two different situations may be distinguished: The subdomains in 6' M (P, S) may be overlapping (as in the case of branch testing), or nonoverlapping (as in the case of path testing). If they do not overlap, we speak of partition testing, since then the sets in 6' M (P, S) form a partition of the input domain in the mathematical sense of the word. Now, some of the inputs in D may be correctly processed by program P with respect to specification S, while other inputs may be failure-causing. In this article, we shall call the set of failure-causing inputs the failure domain of P with respect to S. The main goal of all testing methods is to hit the failure domain (provided that it is not empty) by some test case: If there is a fault in P, at least one of the test cases should unveil it. So testing methods can be compared according to their fault detection ability. In Section 3.2, we shall also use other comparison criteria.
Obviously, a subdomain-based testing method does not completely specify a test suite for each given program P and specification S. There is still the freedom which test inputs are to be selected from each subdomain. This leads to a definition problem, if testing methods are to be compared on the base of their fault detection abilities. In an early analytical comparison framework for testing methods by Gourlay [10] , the problem was solved by a worst-caseconsideration: Since the worst case for testing is the case where faults are not found, Gourlay took as a representative of each subdomain one of those test inputs (if present) that are not contained in the failure domain. He could show that, under this assumption, subsumes-relations between testing methods (e.g., branch testing subsumes statement testing) can be translated into assertions on higher fault detection ability.
In the late '80s it was recognized that such worst-case comparisons can be misleading (see Hamlet [15] ). Since then, average-case comparison models were developed. The basic assumption is the following ( [26] , [8] : From each subdomain, test cases are selected according to a certain probability distribution. Most investigations are based on the uniform distribution: It is supposed that each test input contained in a subdomain has the same probability of being selected for the test. Let us mention that in practice, not only the uniform distribution is applied. One may prefer to use some other strategy, either for practical reasons (easy test case generation) or in view of a further optimization of the testing effectiveness. Throughout this article, however, we confine ourselves exclusively to the uniform model.
Under the assumption above, random testing with inputs selected at equal probabilities becomes a special subdomainbased testing method: Let, in general,
In the special case k = 1, we have D 1 = D, such that (random) selection of a test input from the only existing subdomain is just random selection of any test input. In order to draw a clear distinction between random testing and partition testing, we shall always assume in the sequel that for partition testing, the partition {D 1 , ¡, D k } of the input domain contains at least two subsets, i.e., that k 2.
For a given partition {D 1 , ¡, D k }, one test case per subdomain, and uniform selection from each subdomain, the fault detection probability of partition testing is given by (cf. [24] ) On the other hand, the fault detection probability of random testing with k test inputs (selected independently at random from D, with replacement) is given by Note that we have chosen the sample size k in the case of random testing equal to the number of subdomains in the case of partition testing. Thus, the numbers of test cases for both methods are equal, which allows a fair comparison.
Equations (1) and (2) failures. (The reader should notice that other operational profiles entail other failure rates. In [24] , however, the authors argue that for a comparison between partition testing and random testing, it is appropriate to consider the case of a uniform profile.)
Random Failure Rates
In Section 2.1, we have adopted a "modern" viewpoint for analytical comparisons of subdomain-based testing methods, considering the test case selected from a subdomain no longer as deterministic, but as a random variable. Then, however, the failure rate of the concrete program under test becomes a random variable, the expected value of which can be obtained from the statistics. We take account of this viewpoint by replacing the deterministic variables f and f i (i = 1, ¡, k) by random variables F and F i (i = 1, ¡, k), such that also the failure rates become random. Consequently, instead of the failure rates q and q i , their expected values q and q i will be considered as given:
Performing this probabilistic generalization, one obtains instead of (1) and (2) the following formulas for the fault detection probability of partition testing, respectively, random testing:
respectively,
where the expectation E is taken with respect to the probability distributions of the random variables F i and F.
Observe that (contrary to P p and P r ) the numbers P p and P r do not depend on a fixed program and specification, but on a class of programs and specifications with an associated probability distribution. (This approach is quite similar to Gourlay's analysis of mutation testing in [10] var x: integer; begin read (x); if (x < = 10) then write ("small") else write ("large") end;
The path testing strategy subdivides D into the two subdomains D 1 = {1, ¡, 10} and D 2 = {11, ¡, 20}. In the reference class of programs, we stick to this partition. Suppose that the program under test is correct, and the reference class contains a program written to the same specification, but with a domain error:
if (x < 10) then write ("small") else write ("large") end;
Then, the incorrect processing of input x = 10 would not be contributed to D 2 , but still to D 1 (yielding a failure rate q 1 = 0.1 for this program), although in the last program, input 10 is processed by the second path. Suppose that the reference class only consists of the two indicated programs. Then the expected failure rates for the subdomains are q 1 0 05 = .
and q 2 0 = .
In Duran's and Ntafos' paper [5] , there is already an implicit probabilistic consideration of the failure rates in the subdomains, since in their simulation experiments, the authors have assigned failure rates to the subdomains according to carefully selected distributions on the interval [0, 1]. Nevertheless, their results are more favorable for random testing than ours. A possible explanation will be discussed after the presentation of our results in the next section.
For an illustration of the fact that deterministic assumptions on the failure rates entail essentially different optimal decisions than probabilistic assumptions, even if the expected failure rates are the same, the following example might be helpful: EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider two extreme situations, one with maximum, the other with minimum certainty on failure rates:
A program with a single integer input variable between 1 and 20 is presented to a tester, and she/he is told that in the subdomain of inputs between one and 10, there are six failure-causing and four correctly processed integers, while in the subdomain of inputs between 11 and 20, there are five failure-causing and five correctly processed integers. Hence, the failure rates are 0.6 and 0.5 for the two subdomains, and are, in this situation, known with certainty. The tester is allowed to test two inputs, either both from the same subdomain, or one input from each subdomain, and obtains a certain amount of money, if she/he finds at least one failure-causing input. There are two reasonable options:
The probability of success turns out as 1 -(4/10 ¼ (3/9) = 0.866... in this case. 2) Option 2. Test one input from subdomain {1, ¡, 10} and one input from subdomain {11, ¡, 20}. The probability of success is then 1 -(4/10) ¼ (5/10) = 0.8.
So, option 1 is preferable to option 2.
Situation 2. In this situation, the tester is told that the code for inputs from subdomain {1, ¡, 10} has been written by one of 10 persons. She/he knows all these 10 programmers and is sure that six of them are totally incompetent, such that all inputs processed by their program parts will be failure-causing (failure rate 1), while the other four programmers are extremely competent, such that all inputs for their program parts will be correctly processed (failure rate 0). Moreover, she/he is informed that the code for subdomain {11, ¡, 20} has been written by one of ten other programmers; five of them are known as totally incompetent (failure rate 1), the other five as extremely competent (failure rate 0). However, the tester does not know which person from each team has been selected for implementing the corresponding part of the program. Now, the actual failure rates for the program under test are not known, but their expected values are known: The expected value of a failure rate is the average of the possible actual failure rates, so it turns out to be (6/10) ¼ 1 + (4/10) ¼ 0 = 0.6 for subdomain {1, ¡, 10} and (5/10) ¼ 1 + (5/10) ¼ 0 = 0.5 for subdomain {11, ¡ , 20}. These are the same values as in situation 1.
In situation 2, however, the probability of success for option 1 (two test inputs from {1, ¡, 10}) is 6/10 = 0.6, while the probability of success for option 2 (one test input from each subdomain) is still 1 -(4/10) ¼ (5/10) = 0.8.
So, in situation 2, option 1 is preferable to option 2. We see that uncertainty on the actual failure rates favors the diversification strategy of option 2.
Of course, this is an extreme example, since it merges (in situation 2) only failure rates of 0 and 100 percent. But even if the actually possible failure rates are less diverse, their deviation from their mean value effects a shift of the optimal selection strategy towards diversification.
EXPECTED TESTING EFFECTIVENESS UNDER UNCERTAINTY
Comparison Under the Fault Detection Probability Criterion
In order to investigate the effect of random (i.e., uncertain) failure rates on the relative performance of random testing vs. partition testing, let us compare the situation where the tester knows that all subdomains have the same failure rate, with the situation where the tester has no prior information on especially error-prone subdomains and therefore estimates the same failure rates for all subdomains. In the first case, we have
Observation 7 in [24] states that (6) entails equality of the two fault detection probabilities: P p = P r .
In the second case, the absence of concrete information on subdomain failure rates can be expressed by the assumption of equal expected failure rates:
where q i is defined by (3) . Contrary to (6), assumption (7) does not imply that the failure rates themselves are equal. The assumption of equal expected failure rates is, in a certain sense, the natural one for all applications of partition testing where an equal number of test cases is selected from each subdomain. If we should expect that a special subdomain is more error-prone than another, say,.) So partition testing with equal numbers of test cases from each subdomain seems to be based on the implicit assumption that particularly error-prone subdomains are not identified in advance. In other words, the standard application type of a partition testing technique treats each subdomain in the same way by selecting the same number of test cases, no matter which special properties the respective subdomain has. In such a situation of equal status for all subdomains, it evidently does not matter which subdomain is denoted by D 1 , which by D 2 , etc. So we can assume that the labeling of the subdomains by the indices 1, ¡, k is performed at random: A fixed subdomain has the same probability 1/k of getting the index 1, 2, ¡, k, respectively; conversely, a fixed integer i (1 i k) has, for each of the k subdomains, the same probability 1/k of being the index of this particular subdomain. Then, by symmetry, the expected value of the failure rate F i /d i (and even the distribution of F i /d i ) must be the same for each i. Let us illustrate this consideration again by Example 2: If we do not know which of both subdomains has been treated by a programmer from the first and which by a programmer from the second team, then the expected value of the failure rate has to be set to (0.6 + 0.5)/2 = 0.55 for both subdomains.
We start our investigation by assuming that the numbers F i of failure-causing inputs in the subdomains (and therefore also the failure rates) are independent random variables. This is a (first) generalization of the deterministic case: It is well-known that deterministic numbers f 1 , ¡, f k can be considered as a special case of independent random variables, having variances equal to zero. In technical terms, F i is independent of F j if the (unconditional) distribution of F i is the same as the distribution of F i conditional on the event that F j has some fixed value f j . So, informally, the independence assumption means that finding out the failure rate in one subdomain does not change our estimates of the failure rates in other subdomains.
The following theorem shows that on the assumptions above, P p is an upper bound for P r . (The proofs of the theorems can be found in Appendix A.) THEOREM 1. For independent failure rates with equal expected value q , partition testing is better or the same as random testing: P P r p .
Next, we derive a tight lower bound for P r : THEOREM 2. On the conditions of Theorem 1, the fault detection probability P r of random testing is bounded below by
and there are special cases for which P r gets arbitrarily close to the lower bound on the right-hand side of (8) .
so the tight lower bound for P r is approximately P k p / . In other words: If a partition consists of, say, 100 subdomains, then the fault detection probability of partition testing can be up to about 100 times higher than that of random testing! This result is in a distinct contrast with its deterministic counterpart, Weyuker and Jeng's observation P r = P p for equal failure rates. REMARK 2. The special instance constructed in the second part of the proof of Theorem 2 (Appendix A) indicates under which circumstances P r will approach the lower bound. This will be the case whenever 1) there are many small subdomains and one (or few) large subdomains, 2) the subdomains are (near to) revealing in the sense of [25] ; a subdomain is called revealing if either all inputs contained in it are correctly processed, or they are all failure-causing (i.e., the failure rate is zero or one).
The upper bound P p for P r , on the other hand, occurs in the "antirevealing" case, where the failure rate in each subdomain exactly mimics the overall failure rate. There are arguments for the conjecture that, in some practical applications, both steps 1 and 2 are at least approximately satisfied, such that P r can be expected to be closer to the lower than to the upper bound in these cases. Let us present these arguments in the following discussion of how the subdivision of the input domain is usually done: Argument 1: Subdomain size. Most structural partition testing techniques define subdomains (directly or indirectly) on the base of predicates occurring in the program. Essentially, predicates may contain equality or inequality conditions, and equality conditions lead to extremely unbalanced subdomain sizes. Thus it may happen that there is a majority of subdomains with negligible size, compared to the size of one or a few "giant" subdomain(s), such that condition 1 is approximately satisfied. EXAMPLE 3. Consider the simple "triangle-classification" procedure in Fig. 1, a is not yet to be expected. Our analytical results are partially supported by the outcomes of the experimental study by Loo and Tsai [16] . They experimented with unbalanced (although not extremely unbalanced) subdomain sizes and found out that in this situation, random testing reaches the performance of partition testing only in particular cases where there are high failure rates in large subdomains or low failure rates in small subdomains. 
Argument 2: Revealing domains.
A partition testing method where each subdomain is revealing cannot be hoped for. In the case of path testing, for example, already single bit differences in inputs processed along the same path can lead to radically different behavior in failure. Nevertheless, reasonable subdivision techniques tend to bundle up such inputs to subdomains that are processed by the program in a similar way. So, if one input in a subdomain D i is recognized as failure-causing, this knowledge undoubtedly increases at least the probability that also the other inputs in D i are failure-causing, and, conversely, if one input in D i is recognized as correctly processed, then the other inputs in D i have an increased probability of being correctly processed as well. As a consequence, in some subdomains, the failure rate will be zero or low, in others it will possibly be far above the overall failure rate F/d of the program (cf. the basic failure rate distribution assumed in Duran and Ntafo's simulations [5] ). Therefore, it can be hoped that failure rate distributions obtained by the practical application of "clever" partition testing techniques tend to be rather U-shaped (and hence similar to the "revealing" case) than centered near q (i.e., similar to the "antirevealing" case). So, condition 2 above can often be expected to be approximately satisfied. Let us study the influence of the distributions of the failure rates F i /d i on the effectiveness of random testing, compared to partition testing, in more detail by considering the special case k = 2 of only two subdomains. In this case (which is also the prototype for branch testing and some other subdomain-based testing methods that finally generate overlapping subdomains), the difference P p -P r can be represented explictly. We give a general result for (possibly) Unfortunately, this is not the relevant case for practice, as the following intuitive consideration shows: If, for example, our a priori estimate for the expected failure rate has been q = 0 1 . , and for the subdomain D 1 corresponding to a path 1 of the program, a failure rate of, say, 0.2 is observed during the test, then we shall not be inclined to decrease our estimate for the subdomain D 2 corresponding to path 2 from 0.1 to a lower value, but either to increase it (e.g., if path 2 has been implemented by the same programmer as path 1), or to leave it at the value of 0.1 (e.g., if path 2 has been implemented by another programmer.) So, inputs in different subdomains of a program may be expected to be positively correlated or not correlated at all with respect to their failure behavior, and an eventual positive correlation can be assumed to be much smaller than the positive correlation within the subdomains which frequently produces a "nearto-revealing" behavior.
The next theorem shows that also for positively correlated failure rates, (9) always leads to P P It is difficult to find conditions under which a generalization of the last result to the case k > 2 holds. The reason is that for k > 2 not only the variance, but also higher moments enter into the formulas. Also simulation is of little help in this context, as long as it is not clear how the common distribution of the variables should be modeled in the general case. We confine ourselves here to the following, conceptually simple model assumption for more than two positively correlated failure rates:
Let us assume that the influence of randomness on the rate of correctly processed inputs in a subdomain can be decomposed into two factors as: factor 1, which influences all subdomains to the same extent (say, the professional skill of the programmers team or the dependence on the used programming language), factor 2, which is specific for the considered subdomain.
Factor 1 results in a positive correlation of the failure rates; factor 2 depends only on the particularities of the subdomain under consideration, so it can be assumed to be independent of factor 1 and of the values of factor 2 for other subdomains.
More formally, we assume that the rate (d i -F i )/d i of correctly processed inputs in subdomain D i can be decomposed as follows:
where the (random) factor H 1 is the same for all subdomains, while the (random) factor H i 1 is specific for D i , and H, H 1 , ¡, H k are independent. It is easy to check that for Var(H) > 0 and E(H i ) > 0 (i = 1, ¡, k), the rates of correctly processed inputs, and therefore also the failure rates, are indeed positively correlated (see Appendix A). Nevertheless, for equal expected failure rates, the dominance of partition testing can be verified again:
THEOREM 6. On the conditions above and with E F d i i
( / ) = q for all i, partition testing is better or the same as random testing:
REMARK 4. Our results should not be interpreted in the way that subdividing the input domain anyhow and selecting test cases from each subdomain is a cheap method to increase the effectiveness of testing. According to the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2, the gain of subdividing can be negligible as well as significant, depending on how appropriate the subdivision strategy is. In particular, random partitions are (nearly) useless, as the following example illustrates: We make the assumption that procedure proc1 either treats all values x correctly or none, and the same for proc2. Then both D 1 = {1, ¡, 50} and D 2 = {51, ¡, 100} are revealing subdomains. Furthermore, we assume that both proc1 and proc2 are correct with probability 1/2 each, independently from each other, such that there are four equiprobable situations: proc1 and proc2 correct; proc1 correct and proc2 incorrect; proc1 incorrect and proc2 correct; proc1 and proc2 incorrect.
Let the number of test inputs be k = 2. Since the number F of failure-causing inputs is 0, 50, and 100 with probabilities 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively, we obtain from (5): 
, and analogously, q 2 0 5 = . . So both subdomains have the same expected failure rates. From (4), we get 
It is easy to see that the last expression takes its minimum for m = 25 and its maximum for m = 0 or m = 50. Therefore, e.g., the partition
is a worst case with respect to P p ; we obtain
. , i.e., the lower bound of P p according to Theorem 1. On the other hand, the partition
(or vice versa) is the best case with respect to P p ; one computes P p = 0 75 . , which is equal to the probability that the program is incorrect at all, and significantly larger than P r . Now let us turn to the interesting question which value P p will take in the average case, when the subdivision is performed randomly. with X 1 , X 2 ³ D and X 1 X 2 have the same probability. Therefore, distinguishing the four possible combinations of correct or incorrect behavior of proc1 and proc2, we obtain for the random partition: 
Extension to Other Comparison Criteria
Until now, we have used the fault detection probability as a comparison criterion for testing methods. It may be argued that this criterion is not the only interesting one: In many cases of application, testers will rather consider the number of faults found as a measure of effectiveness than the probability of finding any fault. On the other hand, also the number of detected fault may sometimes be misleading: Not all faults have the same severity; some of them may be that insignificant that it does not even pay to remove them, while other faults cause eminent financial loss (or even harm to human life). The most adequate criterion in such situations seems to be the weighted number of detected faults, where the weights are chosen proportional to the failure severities. In total, our results stating superiority of partition testing over random testing would surely be questionable if they should depend exclusively on the special criterion of fault detection probabilities.
However, it turns out that this is not the case: Roughly speaking, all the three indicated criteria (fault detection probability, expected number of detected faults, expected weighted number of detected faults) lead, in our framework, to the same order of testing methods. To verify this formally, we need some further notation.
First, in order to be able to speak of the number of faults, one must be in the position to distinguish between different faults. Let us assume that this can be done by some mean or other, such that there is a list of (possible) faults: fault 1, fault 2, etc., and for each input for the given program, one may determine by testing which fault(s), if any at all, this input exposes. Let d where w j 0 is the weight (or severity) of fault j. Now we can state the announced theorem which makes it possible to derive dominance with respect to expected (weighted) numbers of found faults from dominance with respect to fault detection probabilities:
for each j, then also the following two assertions hold:
1) The expected number of detected faults under random testing is smaller or equal to that under partition testing. 2) The expected weighted number of detected faults under random testing is smaller or equal to that under partition testing.
This result is especially instructive for the case of programs with a large number of faults. For such programs, P r and P p are close to one anyway, so the assertion P P r p is here of little practical relevance. The expected (weighted) number of faults found by random testing and partition testing, however, may nevertheless differ considerably: Note that the probabilities P r j ( ) and P p j ( ) for special (severe) faults j may be essentially smaller than one. For the final test of safety-critical applications, e.g., where the occurrence of a severe fault has to be considered as a rare event, our last derivations may be combined with Theorem 2, yielding the assertion that on these premises the expected value of the weighted number of found faults can be up to k times higher for partition testing than for random testing.
higher fault detection probability for partition testing, exceeding that of random testing up to a factor of about k, where k is the number of subdomains. Some readers might wonder how prior information or assumptions on failure rates can influence the fault detection probabilities of partition testing and random testing: It could be argued that, as soon as a concrete program is given (together with its specification), there will be certain fault detection probabilities for partition testing and random testing, which are independent of what we know about the program. Let us make this point quite clear. It is true that the fault detection probabilities P r and P p for the given program are independent of our prior information. However, they are unknown to us, and there is no way to determine them before testing! So our decision cannot be based on the values P r and P p themselves, but only on our expectation of what these values will be, i.e., on P r and P p .
This expectation may be established by objective information on failure rates in a programs similar to the program under test. Also concrete information on the program under test could be exploited; this would be a Bayesian approach. The only condition for our results is that there is any way of assigning probability distributions to the failure rates, no matter whether an objective (frequentist) or subjective (Bayesian) interpretation of "probability" is chosen (cf. [17] , [20] ).
As to the interpretation of our results, let us add a warning remark. Partition testing strategies may be roughly classified into clear box and black box strategies, according to the criterion used for subdividing, which can be structural or functional. Our formal results hold for both types of partition testing strategies. Nevertheless, some of our informal arguments (especially in Remark 2, Section 3) rather refer to structural subdivision criteria, so their validity should be carefully checked when a special black box strategy is considered. Example 4 shows that at least random subdividing, which is a black box subdivision strategy, does not produce essentially better outcomes than random testing.
The presented results might lead to the impression that random testing is a technique of low value and should not be applied. In the author's opinion, however, more cautious conclusions should be drawn. There are some aspects still to be considered: Aspect 1. First of all, the reader should remember that we have investigated a particular type of random testing, using a uniform distribution on the input domain. (The same holds for the investigations in [24] .) Using other distributions has already been discussed in [5] . Appropriate nonuniform distributions may lead to significantly higher fault detection probabilities. Of course, there is a price to be paid for such improvements: the advantage that for test case generation, one does not need any information on the program except the knowledge of the input domain, gets lost.
Aspect 2. Secondly, there seems to be a broad consensus in the literature that random testing (e.g., with the operational distribution) can provide quantitative reliability estimates, while deterministic testing (e.g., deterministic path testing) cannot (see [21] , [5] , [14] , [22] , [7] , [23] ). In particular, random testing allows a quantitative judgment of the achieved reliability in the form of statistical confidence bounds (see [14] , [22] give an example for such a condition: It is possible to show, using Theorem 2, that for very small independent failure rates with equal expectation, K = k 2 random test cases have always a higher fault detection probability than k partition test cases from k subdomains. Conditions of this type could be helpful for the comparison of random and partition testing on the base of cost-effectiveness. (Incidentally, let us mention that random test data generation is not the only way to produce large test data sets. In [13] , e.g., a method for improving the fault detection probability of random testing for a class of numerical programs, using an appropriate "derandomization" of the generation process, was outlined.)
Let Our results were based on the assumption of equal expected failure rates in the subdomains defined by the partition. As it was stated in Section 3, this assumption is almost inevitable for the standard application type of a partition testing technique, where subdomains are not distinguished according to prior information on their error-proneness or other criteria. Of course, also the opposite case may be studied, where such information is taken into account. In this case, it is obviously more efficient to select varying numbers m i of test cases from the subdomains D i . To have a fair comparison, also the distribution of the test cases selected by random testing should then be changed from a uniform distribution on D to a nonuniform distribution giving more weight to the (presumably) more error-prone subdomains. This is again a possible topic for simulation experiments.
Question left open 3. By restricting ourselves to partition testing instead of the more general case of subdomainbased testing methods, we have assumed that all subdomains are nonoverlapping. For practical applications, it would be very interesting to have results concerning the "overlapping" case (cf. the discussions in [14] , [24] ), since many well-established subdomain-based testing techniques (like, e.g., branch testing) define subdomains that are not pairwise disjoint. Intuitively, one can expect that the trends outlined in this paper are still valid for overlapping subdomains, but weaker: The extreme case for overlapping subdomains is Question left open 4. The aspect of varying failure costs should be investigated in more detail than in Section 3.2. In the discussion on the relative performance of partition and random testing, this aspect was studied by Tsoukalas, Duran and Ntafos [22] . As one of their results, they stated that in an extended model where varying degrees of failure severity are distinguished, the superiority of partition testing over random testing is more pronounced than in the model investigated in [5] . Although the criterion of comparison in [22] is not the fault detection probability or the expected weighted number of detected faults, but the obtained confidence bound on reliability estimates, it can be conjectured that for varying failure costs, an investigation along the lines of our derivations in Section 3.1 would unveil an even stronger advantage for partition testing. This conjecture could possibly be accessible to an analytical treatment.
Finally, let us briefly summarize consequences of our results for the work of a practicing test engineer:
In spite of (erroneous) conclusions that might possibly be drawn from previous investigations, partitionbased testing techniques are well-founded. Even if no especially error-prone subdomains of the input domain can be identified in advance, partition testing can provide substantially better results than random testing. Because of the close relations between partition testing and other subdomain-based testing methods (branch testing, all-uses, mutation testing etc.), also the superiority of the last-mentioned methods over random testing can be justified. The wide-spread practice of spending effort for satisfying diverse coverage criteria instead of simply choosing random test cases is not a superstitious custom; it is a procedure the merits of which can be understood by sufficiently subtle, but formally precise models. The effort for satisfying partition-based coverage criteria is particularly well spent, whenever the partition leads to subdomains of largely varying sizes, each of which is processed by the program or system in a rather homogeneous way (i.e., the processing steps are similar for all inputs of a given subdomain). Contrary, the advantages of partition testing are only marginal in the case of subdomains of comparable sizes and heterogeneous treatment by the program. In any case, the partition should not be arbitrarily chosen, but carefully derived from the structure or function of the program.
We admit that the main intention of this article was to get more clarity in regard to the question whether partitiontesting techniques should be applied or not and not how they can be applied in a more effective way. Since partition testing techniques are expensive, such that doubts whether they are really superior to arbitrary ("random") choice of test cases would drastically discourage their application, we think that our results are also of considerable practical interest. Nevertheless, some readers might desire more concrete hints on how their partition testing strategies could be improved. This question exceeds the scope of this article, but we are optimistic that further investigations along the lines of the presented approach will also produce results of this type.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Induction with respect to k. For k = 1, we obtain P P
We use the stochastic inequality
which follows from Lyapunov's inequation
On the other hand, by (4) we find (12) using the independence of the failure rates F i /d i . So it remains to show that
For that purpose, define a partition of D by joining subdomains D k-1 and D k in the given partition:
The corresponding numbers of failure-causing inputs are then ~( , , ), (~/~) are again equal to q . By induction assumption and with the use of (12), we obtain
which yields (13) . o PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Case 1. We show the inequation. Since 0 1 -
, and therefore
Thus, P r q . Because of (12), this implies
Case 2. We show that the lower bound is tight in the sense indicated in the theorem, i.e., that the bound cannot be improved. Consider the following case: the expression on the right-hand side of (15) tends to q for growing d. Together with the inequation P r q derived above, we obtain the result that for appropriate special cases, {P} r gets arbitrarily close to q , which proves the assertion, again because of (12) . o It is sufficient to prove assertion 2, since assertion 1 is only the special case of identical weights w 1 = w 2 = ¡ = 1. Let, for a fixed given program with known failure rates, E p and E r denote the expectation of a quantity in the case when partition testing and random testing is applied, respectively. We obtain 
E HH HH E HH E HH E H E H E H E H E H E H Var H E H E H
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In the second step, we take the expected value E in the considered reference class of programs. This yields 
as the expected weighted number of detected faults for partition testing, and 
as the expected weighted number of detected faults for random testing. The assertion follows now from P P r j p j ( ) ( ) and w j 0. o
